Government of India  
Ministry of Home Affairs 
Sashastra Seema Bal  
Office of the Deputy Inspector General 
Recruit Training Centre, Sashastra Seema Bal 
Gorakhpur, Uttar Pradesh (273007) 

NO. IV/OM/AUCTION/RTC/SSB/GKP/19/73686-746/19/683 Dated: 21/03/19  

AUCTION NOTICE  

It is general information to all concerned that public auction will be held as per detail (The date, Time, Place and nature of Government Property) mentioned below for disposal of Unserviceable stores held on charge of RTC SSB Gorakhpur (U.P.).

Venue of Auction :  
RTC SSB Gorakhpur [UP]

Date and Time :  
28.03.2019 at 1000 Hrs.

Details of stores :  
1. Clothing store  
3. WT store- Computer set, Hospital equipment.  
4. MT stores- Tyres, tube, Exide Batteries, Burn oil & U/S parts.

All the interested bidders are hereby requested to attend the Auction on the date and time mentioned above.

TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR CONDUCTING PUBLIC AUCTION ARE AS UNDER:

1. The stores will be auctioned on "AS WHERE AS BASIS" and no claim in this regard will be entertained.

2. The bidders have to deposit RS. 15,000/- (Rupees Fifteen Thousand) only as security money earnest money before one hour of starting of auction and this amount will be return to them on completion of the auction. The amount will be later adjusted against the final bid amount to the highest bidder and the earnest money of the unsuccessful bidders will be returned immediately after bidding is over. Only those bidders who deposited security money will be allowed to enter into the complex and take part in the auction.

3. The board of officer will conduct the auction. In case of any dispute, decision of the board will be final and binding.

4. The highest bid offered will be accepted or rejected by the board of officer procedurally.

5. The stores auctioned will be removed completely at the buyer's expense from the site immediately after the auction. If the bidder fail to remove the auctioned stores on the same day after depositing latest/current income tax/GST clearance certificate and photo state copy of their income tax/sale tax/GST officer indicating that the bidder is in good standing and is not in arrears of tax and permanent account number were already allotted at the time of signing the bid sheet. The certificate should be in the Name address given by the successful bidder in absence of current income tax/ sale tax certificate.

6. No any transport or assistance for lifting of auctioned store will be provided by this office.

7. Other terms and condition will be announced by the board of the officers on the auction spot before commencement of the public auction.

8. Amount will be accepted in the form of draft/cash only and no other means of payment will be accepted Draft will be in favor of the Deputy Inspector General, RTC SSB Gorakhpur (UP).

9. The Deputy Inspector General, Presiding Officer RTC SSB Gorakhpur (UP) will be the ultimate authority to reject /accept the auction without assigning any reason.

All Stds are requested to pass this message to all, 

Rts, ANs, Rts. CTS, CHs please. 

(Contd. P-2)
10. The vendor should be registered with Govt. agency as per F.Waste management and handing rules 2011 published by the Ministry of Environment and forest notification dated 12th May 2011.

11. In case the numbers of bidders falls below five, the auction may be postponed.

(Shiv Prakash Singh)
Dy. Comdt./Q.M
BFD NO.16010514
18-09-34

COPY FORWARDED FOR INFORMATION AND WIDE PUBLICITY:

1. All Establishments of SSB.
2. The Inspector General, SSB PTR Lucknow.
3. The Dy. Inspector General, SSB SHQ & CH Gorakhpur.
4. The Dy. Director, (CO) FHQ New Delhi for wide publicity through SSB website please.
5. The Publicity officer, PTR HQR Lucknow for wide publicity please.
6. The Commandant 43rd, 44th, 48th, 49th, 52nd, 53rd, 56th, 57th, 58th, 59th, 62nd and 66th Bn for wide publicity please.
7. The Area Organizers, Balrampur, Siddharthnagar & Maharaiganj under SHQ Gorakhpur for wide publicity please.
9. Office notice Board.
10. All local newspapers for wide publicity please.
11. A.P.O Gorakhpur for wide publicity please.
12. Railway station Gorakhpur.
13. State Bank of India Bargadwa (Gorakhpur).
27. M/S Balaji Traders, Opposite atm ram, Vaidya aushthivaribagh, Gorakhpur.
29. M/S National Enterprises B-4, Ram nagar colony motuddapur, Gorakhpur.
30. M/S Anjani Enterprises 123 Ismailpur, Gorakhpur.
31. M/S Vaibhav enterprises pars ahum alm, Bhimner, Siddharthnagar, (U.P)
33. M/S Satyas agencies 337, Chawrah, Gorakhpur.
34. M/S Anil Kumar Gupta, Maya bazaar east Gorakhpur, near Kotlo Temple.
35. M/S Raj Traders, Mohddipur, near Gopal Temple Gorakhpur.
36. M/S India Paints & Hardware, Medical road, Chargawan, Gorakhpur.
37. M/S A.K Traders (Ran mahal), fertilizer east gate, Amawar road Mahbela, Gorakhpur.
38. M/S Vishvakarma Enterprises, Medical College road, Chargawan, Gorakhpur.